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Rt. 12, Frederick, ;ed. 21701 
12/10/77 

Carl Oglesby 
Bob it 
AssaseinStion Information Bureau 
1322 18 St., NW 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Dear Both, 

In your appearance on Good Morning Amevica this week you referred to an FBI record 
reflecting that a surgeon had given the FBI larger fragment:. than have been eoctoueted for 
in the official account. It is not unlikely that there can be reoords showing more fraee 
merits than the QC admits. These records and other similar to them can be of significance 
in one of my TOiA suite, the longest-running of all, for the ecientifio tests. I'd apprec-
iate copies of them and anything at all relating to thee or such evidence. I believe there 
shoula also be records of interviews with the uedicai eaople not in tee W6 records, such 
as the oethesda staff. 

It is not possible for me to either buy these records or to get to the FBI to 
examine them. 

While I cannot explain the entire legal situation in this case I think it will be 
comprehensible that any reoore can be of significance in court if you understand that 
first we did exercise discovery by d4rection of the court and anything the FBI withheld 
can be ieportant; second, we have an exceptional mandate from the api:eals court on remand, 
to establish the existence or the non-existence of the records sought in thenation's 
interest; and that one of the means be which we sought to approach this is by establiohe 
that records should exist but have not been provided. 

To be able to develop what could be admissible on the leet point I pointed Earl Golz 
toward Dr. Sham and told him what Dr. Shaw could say. He did say exactly that, as I pre-
sure you know from the stories of several months ago. Nurse Audrey 'ell 4add Trooper Her-
beson added to what Shaw stated. 

The question still before the courts after ell these years is oomplianoe. Any record 
of the nature you indicated can bo relevant if not important, especially as it can bear 
en motive for withholding and non-oomplianoe. a  I'm sure you are also aware the "solutions" or the FBI and the Secret Service, 
indepent of each other and not in preeiee aceord on detail, are quite different than the 
later notion aeopted by the WC. Any record now released bearing on this can have a number 
of importunes*. One enable uo to reopan the cane tf we loses on ap?sal by now evelence." 

There should he more by filbert and 0(Seill, enrticulerly of m back-channel nature. 
You may recall that I printed proof of this in Post Mortem. 

I guess this really means that any record relating; to the shooting, bellietice, tests 
and medical people or evidence can be of significance in court. 't is my belief, shared by 
dim Lesar and Howard Roffman, that the courts provide a viable moan.; of establie4ing truth. 

We also have another case involving the still-withheld azecutive acme/one. This also 
is on appeal. The session of 1/21/64 included material on defectors. That of 6/4/64 dealt 
with Nosenko. The 5/19/64 was on Ball and Redlich - Fotd mantel them fired. So anything 
relevant to these subj'ote or t:::e executive sessions can be of help in that case. Also re-
oords relating to the Ford-FBI relationship. I knoe there are such records. If you would 
like to use it I printed sore in facsimile in WWII. I presume you are aware of WWIV and what 
Paul Uoeh did forme in comparing the reality with Ford's misuses of the 1/27/64 transcript. 

If ynu come sooroas records on which you think I can be of hale call me orA better, 
send me copies and I'll respond. 

Sincerely, aarold Weisberg 
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